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A B S T R A C T   

The Steroidogenic acute regulatory protein (StAR)-related lipid transfer (START) domain represents an 
evolutionarily conserved superfamily of lipid transfer proteins widely distributed across the tree of life. Despite 
significant expansion in plants, knowledge about this domain remains inadequate in plants. In this work, we 
explore the role of cavity architectural modulations in START protein evolution and functional diversity. We use 
deep-learning approaches to generate plant START domain models, followed by surface accessibility studies and 
a comprehensive structural investigation of the rice START family. We validate 28 rice START domain models, 
delineate binding cavities, measure pocket volumes, and compare these with mammalian counterparts to un-
derstand evolution of binding preferences. Overall, plant START domains retain the ancestral α/β helix-grip 
signature, but we find subtle variation in cavity architectures, resulting in significantly smaller ligand-binding 
tunnels in the plant kingdom. We identify cavity lining residues (CLRs) responsible for reduction in ancestral 
tunnel space, and these appear to be class specific, and unique to plants, providing a mechanism for the observed 
shift in domain function. For instance, mammalian cavity lining residues A135, G181 and A192 have evolved to 
larger CLRs across the plant kingdom, contributing to smaller sizes, minimal STARTs being the largest, while 
members of type-IV HD-Zip family show almost complete obliteration of lipid binding cavities, consistent with 
their present-day DNA binding functions. In summary, this work quantifies plant START structural & functional 
divergence, bridging current knowledge gaps.   

1. Introduction 

The genomes of plants can endure small- and large-scale duplications 
far more successfully than any other kingdom and these duplication 
events are often combined with high rates of retention of extant pairs of 
duplicated genes, resulting in an abundance of duplicates, termed as 
‘gene families’, with large, often hundreds of members. These gene 
families in turn, contribute to evolution of novel functions via sub- or 
neo-functionalization resulting in, for example, floral structure modifi-
cations, induction of disease resistance, and adaptation to stress [1–3]. 
Furthermore, whole-genome duplications as have been observed in 
several domesticated crop lineages (wheat, cotton and soybean), have 
contributed to important agronomic traits, such as grain quality, fruit 
shape, and flowering time. Because of the large number of such events in 
the plant kingdom, exploring the present-day diversity among gene 
family members, in terms of sequence, structure, and function has 
become a widely advancing field of investigation in plant biology. 

Our lab has long focused on natural product biosynthesis and its 

regulation among plant genomes, successfully elucidating the evolution, 
diversification, and sub-functionalization of several gene families [4–7]. 
One interesting discovery during these studies was the identification of a 
unique family of plant-amplified lipid transporters that may be involved 
in the crosstalk between two spatially separated natural product 
biosynthetic pathways [4]. This remarkable gene family encodes ‘START 
domains’; highly conserved proteins that have long been known as sterol 
transporters in mammals. However, there is limited information avail-
able on the START domains structure, binding cavity and its lining 
residues for ligand interaction in plants. This work attempts to investi-
gate the START domains gene family with the aim to bridge current 
knowledge gaps, and to pave the way for future studies into whether and 
how these domains may serve as the hitherto unknown and unreported 
sensors or transporters of lipid/sterols in plants. 

The term START is an acronym for ‘Steroidogenic acute regulatory 
protein (StAR) related lipid transfer’ domain, and it is an evolutionarily 
conserved domain of approximately 200–210 amino acids implicated in 
lipid/sterol binding and transport [8,9]. The prototype START domain 
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was first identified in a cholesterol-transporting mammalian StAR pro-
tein and later found to be significantly amplified across the plant 
kingdom [10–12]. In mammals, START domains perform lipid transport 
between intracellular compartments, lipid metabolism, lipid signalling 
modulation and many other physiological processes, and are reported to 
be involved in cancer, atherosclerosis, autoimmune diseases etc., thus 
forming potential targets for drug development [13,14]. In contrast, 
functional investigations into plant STARTs have revealed vital roles for 
homeodomain associated START domains in developmental processes 
such as cell differentiation, organ polarity and shoot meristem embry-
onic patterning [15–17]. This feature of START domains associating 
with homeodomain (HD) transcription factors, appears to be evolu-
tionarily distinct and unique to the plant kingdom, while other domains 
frequently found to be associated with START domains are bZIP, 
MEKHLA, PH and DUF1336 [12]. Very few studies are available for 
these non-HD classes of plant START domains, but some reports have 
implicated DUF1336-associated START proteins in pathogen resistance 
[18,19]. Interestingly, plants have retained one class of START domains 
that have no other domain associated, and are therefore called ‘minimal 
START proteins’, and despite lacking any functional characterization, 
these domains show greatest homology to lipid transfer proteins of 
mammals, indicating a possible role in transfer of lipids in plants [20]. 

Currently, experimentally determined crystal structures are 

available only for mammalian (human and mouse) and invertebrate 
(silkworm) START domains, and these show a conserved structure with 
nine anti-parallel β-strands (ten in one case) and four α-helices arranged 
in a ‘helix grip’ manner, as depicted in Fig. 1 (panels A and B) [21–23]. 
The helices and sheets are all numbered from N- to C-termini, namely α1 
to α4, and β1 to β9 (β10 in case of STARD4), respectively. Two α-helices 
(α1 and α4) are present at N and C terminal of proteins, respectively, 
while two short helices (α2 and α3) are present between the β3 and β4. In 
addition, two Ω loops have also been characterized; Ω1 between β5 and 
β6, and Ω2 between β7 and β8 [8,24]. Two of the available human 
START domain tertiary structures were crystallized in ligand-bound 
forms, namely the Phosphatidylcholine transfer protein (STARD2 or 
PCTP; PDB id 1LN1) bound to a phosphatidylcholine analogue [25] and 
the START domain from the CERT (Ceramide transporter), bound to 
multiple synthetic ligands (PDB ID 2E3M, 2E3N, 2E3O, 2E3P, 2E3Q, 
2E3R, 2E3S, 2Z9Y, and 2Z9Z) [26]. In both these structures, the α1 did 
not make any contact with ligand, rather, the binding of ligand required 
major conformational changes like unfolding or opening of C-terminal α 
helices (α4) and movements in the Ω1-loop. The central β strand and the 
α4 helix (acting as the lid) form a deep hydrophobic pocket, involved in 
ligand binding [25,27]. Phosphatidylcholine, the ligand for PCTP, oc-
cupies approximately 723 Å3 within a solvent-accessible volume of 882 
Å3 [25]. Ligand binding cavity volume of cholesterol-binding 

Fig. 1. The representative structures of human START domains (A) PCTP STARTD2 domain (PDB ID:1LN1) and (B) STARD4 (PDB ID: 6L1D) show the helix-grip fold. 
Ligand binding pockets are depicted as light blue mesh in (C) for PCTP (with ligand; red) and (D) blue mesh for STARD4. 
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mammalian START domain STARD4 was found to be approximately 
642 Å3, slightly larger than the volume of a cholesterol molecule (432 
Å3) [24]. These two structures enabled the determination of a unique 
tunnel like cavity present deep within the helix-grip fold, as depicted in 
mesh representation in Figs. 1C and 1D. 

There are reports suggesting multiple physiological functions of the 
plant START domain based on ligand preferences. For instance, START 
domains of Arabidopsis ATML and PDF2 proteins on interaction with 
sphingolipids and ceramides lead to positional signaling during 
epidermal differentiation [28,29]. The START domain of the HD ZIP III 
protein binds with different phospholipids [30] which in turn increases 
transcriptional efficiency. The START domain of WHEAT KINASE 
START1 (WKS1) binds with phosphatidic acid (PA) and phosphatidyl 
inositol phosphates (PIPs) and provides resistance against Puccinia 
striiformis [31,32]. All of this data suggests a functional shift in binding 
preferences that may have accompanied the expansion and huge 
abundance of this family in the plant kingdom. This functional diver-
gence, combined with a lack of any structural data for plant STARTs has 
made it difficult to quantify or characterise these domains in plants. 

The present work was undertaken to address the structural knowledge 
gap through deep learning, combined with a comprehensive analysis of 
ligand-binding tunnel architectures, to explore their role in predicting 
shape, size or chemical properties of cognate ligands, which may in turn 
assist in understanding the reported diversity in their function. The 
availability of several mammalian START structures and a large number 
of plants amplified START domain sequences offers a suitable case study 
for applying homology modelling and deep learning to this question and 
for correlating protein structure with function, as plant derived START 
domains are known to perform a variety of functions, while retaining a 
conserved structural core. Deep Learning not only identified tertiary 
structures, confirming the conserved structural fold of plant START do-
mains, but also provided accurate data for identifying buried ligand 
binding cavities, which in turn allowed us to perform molecular surface 
based studies to understand the mechanistic differences between START 
sub-families and their correlation with functional evolution in this su-
perfamily. Delineation of ancestral lipid binding tunnels within plant 
START domains and a detailed homology-based comparison of tunnel 
architectures in terms of pocket volumes, accessible surface area and 
shapes revealed that variability in ligand binding features may dictate the 
functional diversity of START domain-containing proteins. Our data re-
veals three distinct classes of pocket volumes in rice START domains, the 
largest being minimal STARTs, which appear to be the closest homologs 
of mammalian START domains, presenting a case for this class to be the 
hitherto unrecognized group of lipid transporters or sensors in plants. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Data collection 

A total of 28 START domains proteins were identified in cultivated 
rice variety (Oryza sativa var. japonica) from our earlier work on evo-
lution of START domains across the rice pangenome [33]. These 28 
START domains were classified into four major structural classes based 
on the arrangement of co-occurring domains (co-domains), namely (i) 
HD bZIP START MEKHLA; HZSM or Class III HD-Zip (ii) HD START; HS 
and HD bZIP START; HZS or Class IV HD-Zip (iii) PH START DUF1336; 
PSD and (iv) minimal START proteins; mS (lacking co-domains) [33]. 
The START domain regions from all proteins were extracted based on 
annotated border residues and were fed into the structure prediction 
pipeline as described below. Comparative residue-based analyses were 
performed using available crystal structures of mammalian START do-
mains retrieved from the RCSB-PDB consortium (https://www.rcsb. 
org/) (using respective PDB ids of StAR (3P0L), PCTP (1LN1) and 
STARD4 (6L1D). Sequences were aligned using clustal omega at default 
parameters [34]. Structural element visualisation were done using 
ESPript 3.0 (http://espript.ibcp.fr/ESPript/cgi-bin/ESPript.cgi) [35]. 

2.2. Tertiary structure prediction 

The traditional methods of using threading [36] and position-specific 
iteration BLAST (psi-BLAST) against the protein databank 
(https://www.rcsb.org/) [37] to identify suitable structural templates 
for homology models do not work for START domains and that has been 
a major bottleneck in structural characterization of these proteins. 
Therefore, for this study, we used the most recent CASP (Critical 
Assessment of Structure Prediction) and CAMEO (Continuous Auto-
mated Model Evaluation) experiments to select three top scoring most 
widely used tools for structure prediction [38,39]. These three tools, 
namely I-TASSER, C-I-TASSER and RoseTTAFold, were used for building 
tertiary structure models for plant START domains followed by valida-
tion as described in the next section. Five structural models were created 
for each of the 28 rice START domain sequences using these three 
methods. 

I-TASSER uses profile-profile alignments (PPA) between the target 
and template to detect weak similarities using the multiple threading 
approach and full-length atomic model constructs by iterative template- 
based fragment assembly simulations [40,41]. C-I-TASSER is an 
extended version of I-TASSER, that also adds deep-learning contact 
prediction to fragment assembly simulations [41,42]. RoseTTAFold is 
based on a three-track neural network combining information across 
one-dimensional (sequence-level), two-dimensional (distance maps), 
and three-dimensional levels (3D atomic coordinates), is successively 
transformed and integrated [43]. This last method of three-track net-
work-based structure predictions enables rapid solutions of structure 
modelling problems, providing insights into functions of proteins with 
currently unknown structures. 

2.3. Model validation and quality assessment 

Five structural models were generated for each of the 28 rice START 
domain sequences using the three methods described above. To identify 
which of the three prediction tools worked best, all 420 resulting START 
domain models were validated using VoroMQA [44] and Verify3D [45, 
46] available through the SAVESv6.0: Structure Validation Server 
(https://saves.mbi.ucla.edu/). Verify3D fails models that do not fit 
minimal criteria, while VoroMQA cutoff score is 0.4 for accepting 
models. In addition, the overall quality of best models was evaluated 
using proSA [47] and ERRAT [48]. An ERRAT score of 50% or higher is 
considered to represent accurate high-quality models [48,49], while 
ProSA maps results on available Z-score of all experimental structures 
(ranging from − 10 to − 3 for 200 amino acids). Finally, models passing 
criteria by both these methods were subjected to manual inspection via 
visualization in PyMOL to check for core structural integrity, where 
alpha helices and beta sheets were integrated and complete (The PyMOL 
Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.5.2 Schrödinger, LLC). 

2.4. Cavity architecture studies 

The selected set of START domain models was subjected to a search 
for potential ligand binding cavities or buried tunnels by using CASTp 
(Computed Atlas of Surface Topography of proteins) with a probe radius 
of 1.4 Angstroms [50]. CASTp identifies possible binding sites from 3D 
atomic coordinates of proteins and provides measurements of 
solvent-accessible surface (SA, Richards’ surface) and molecular surface 
(MS, Connolly’s surface) for each pocket and cavity. This tool uses an 
α-shape method developed in computational geometry to measure area 
and volume of each identified pocket and compute its imprint via 
pre-calculated grids of affinity potentials [51]. A number of surface 
concavities and/or buried pockets may be detected for a given structure 
and it is therefore important to manually inspect geometric and topo-
logical properties of all such cavities to identify the correct ones. For 
plant START domain models, the correct ligand binding tunnels were 
identified based on a combination of manual inspection and similarity to 
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known cavities reported in the available crystal structures of mamma-
lian START counterparts. This was followed by measurement of pocket 
volumes based on solvent-accessible surface (SA, Richards’ surface) of 
the respective ligand-binding tunnels, and extraction of corresponding 
cavity lining residues (CLRs) using custom Python scripts. These CLRs 
were then classified using hydropathy and volume categories based on 
standardised IMGT (International ImMunoGeneTics information sys-
tem) criteria [52]. The ‘hydropathy’ classes (hydrophobic, neutral and 
hydrophilic) were defined based on the amino acid hydropathy index 
[53], while the ‘volume’ classes were defined as very small, small, me-
dium, large and very large based on the known residue volumes in 
angstrom units [54]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Conserved core regions of plant and mammalian START domains 

The extent of conservation between plant and animal START domain 
structural folds was assessed, first by sequence alignments, and then via 
deep learning, as described in the next section. Fig. 2 depicts all 28 rice 
START domains aligned with the three most representative mammalian 
structural counterparts, namely, StAR, PCTP and STARD4 representing 
three distinct subfamilies of human START domains [21]. In the absence 
of any reported tertiary structure for STARTs in the plant kingdom, a 
multiple sequence alignment enables an assessment of common features 
in sequence and/or structure, that may in turn reveal subtle or strong 
residue variations leading to changes in protein function through 
modulation of binding site architecture, ligand preference, ligand 
specificity and evolutionary conservation. 

Despite large gaps in the alignment between plant and human START 
domains, the key residues forming the helix-grip fold appear to be 
positionally conserved (Fig. 2). Moreover, the divergence is limited to N- 
terminal alpha-helix (α1) and initial β strands (β1 and β2), while con-
servation appears to be in the protein ‘core’ involved in cavity forma-
tion, namely the central β strands (β3 to β9) as well as the C-terminal 
alpha-helix (α4) (Fig. 2). Overall, while sequence similarity was 
observed in some regions of multiple sequence alignment, pair-wise 
similarity between the mammalian and plant START domains was 
nearly absent, making it difficult to identify suitable templates using 
traditional methods of homology modeling. 

3.2. Deep learning approaches perform best for structure prediction 

In the absence of suitable template structures for homology 
modeling, the tertiary structure prediction for rice START domains was 
undertaken using threading and deep learning approaches. Three 
modeling tools based on threading and deep learning algorithms were 
used for building the initial models, and for each tool, a total of five 
models were generated for each of the 28 rice START domains. In all, 
this resulted in the generation of 420 (i.e., 28 *3 *5) models that were 
further evaluated based on various parameters using Verify3D and 
VoroMQA as described in Materials and Methods. Fig. 3 represents the 
comparative VoroMQA global score, and Verify3D results for all 420 rice 
structural models. 

VoroMQA (Voronoi tessellation-based Model Quality Assessment) is 
an all-atom knowledge-based protein structure validation/scoring 
method based on the statistics of inter-atomic contact areas instead of 
distances. It produces scores (ranging from 0 to 1) at atomic, residue and 
global levels, where scores greater than 0.4 indicate good models while 
lower scores indicate unreliable (0.3–0.4) models [44]. The comparative 
VoroMQA global scores for all 420 models reveal a clear preference for 
deep learning-based models (generated RoseTTAfold), as compared to 
models generated by the other two methods. Taken together, only 22 
and 34 models generated by I-TASSER and C-I-TASSER, respectively 
showed acceptable scores > 0.4, but for each of these, the deep learning 
algorithm RoseTTAFold generated a higher scoring model. A total of 118 

of the 140 models generated by RoseTTAFold showed scores better than 
0.4, and these were selected for further analyses. 

The superiority of deep learning-based models became clear not only 
from the VoroMQA scores, but also from Verify3D quality factors, as can 
be seen in Fig. 3 (Panel B). Verify3D helps in assessing structural models 
by calculating the compatibility of the constituent amino acids to the 
modelled protein. A 3D profile is built for each residue of the protein 
model, which characterizes the residue position in the model. Models 
that are passed by this tool possess at least 80% residue scores > = 0.2 in 
the 3D/1D profile [45,46]. More than 80% (115 out of 140) plant START 
models generated by RoseTTAFold qualified Verify3D parameters, as 
compared to less than 40% (54–55 out of 140) models generated by 
threading methods I-TASSER and C-I-TASSER. 

3.3. Validation and quality assessment of plant START models 

Since deep learning models clearly outperformed threading-based 
models, these were selected for further evaluation. Out of the five 
models generated for each of the 28-rice START domains, the best 
model was selected based on the combined validation parameters 
described in the previous section, as well as additional scores measured 
by ERRAT and ProSA (Protein Structure Analysis) programs. ERRAT 
analyses the pattern of interactions to detect structural anomalies and 
can identify regions in structural models that may have been modelled 
incorrectly [48]. ProSA designates a specific Z-score to the input 
structure and depicts whether it is within the range of scores in the 
context of all known protein structures of similar size [47]. Table 1 
depicts these scores, including the VoroMQA global scores, ERRAT 
quality factors, Verify3D results and ProSA scores of the 28 START 
domain models generated via deep learning. Of the 28 top scoring 
RosseTTAfold models, five failed the Verify3D parameters and had 
VoroMQA scores (< 0.4), leading to rejection of these models based on 
quality parameters. It has previously been emphasized how START 
domains display a characteristic conserved ‘helix-grip’ fold even in the 
absence of any significant sequence similarity. Presence of this fold 
feature was manually checked through rendition and visualization of 
each model in PyMOL. Table 1 also includes this filter and shows four 
models (marked by an asterisk) that lack intact alpha-beta helix grip 
fold configuration. Consequently, these nine models were rejected, and 
not included for further analyses. 

Finally, a total of 19 rice START domain structural models qualified 
our strict validation parameters and these included four HZSM, eight HS, 
two HZS, single PSD and four minimal START domains. The ERRAT 
module of the SAVES v5.0 tool showed that the overall quality factor of 
these 19 RoseTTAFold models varied from 85 to 93 (In the range of 
0–100), and VoroMQA scores of the START domain models were higher 
than 0.40. Further, the ProSA Z-scores were within the range of − 5.0 to 
− 7.0. Table 2 represents the Ramachandran statistics of these 19 
selected START domain models and shows 84–93% of the residues in 
most favored regions with only 0–2.3% residues in the disallowed re-
gion. Taken together, from Tables 1 and 2, all validation parameters 
suggested high quality of the finally selected 19 rice START domain 
models. Since these 19 models include all major classes of START 
domain categories, these became the starting point for comprehensive 
structural evaluation of cavity architectures and for gaining insights into 
their tertiary folds, especially from the viewpoint of ligand binding. 

3.4. Ancestral Helix-grip Fold conserved among rice START domains 

Fig. 4 depicts overall 3-D folds of representative models from each 
class of rice START domains while the individual structure of all 19 
selected models is provided in Supplementary Figures 1A–S. Clearly, all 
models have a conserved α/β helix-grip fold typical of START domains, 
connected by short loops and turns. Despite overall core fold similarity, 
differences are apparent between structural classes, as can be seen in 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 2. Alignment of 28 rice START domains with three human START domain sequences for which structure is known (first STAR2/PCTP (1LN1), and last two 
entries with StAR (3P0L) and STARD4 (6L1D), respectively. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 4, the models enable color-based comparison of 
tertiary structures, and the similarity of the core regions is visibly clear. 
Apart from the conservation of the helix-grip fold, some common and 
unique structural features could be identified for each plant START 
structural class. For example, the two major α-helices at N and C ter-
minals (α1 and α4) are arranged in similar configurations within each of 
the structural classes. Similarly, the β-strands that form the core of the 
helix-grip fold are also similar within a given class. These two features 
strongly impact the shape and architecture of the START internal tun-
nels/cavities, as has been discussed earlier. 

Out of nine minimal START domains identified in rice, the structure 
of four minimal START domains has been modelled in this study (five 
were rejected, as shown in Table 1). Interestingly, the modelled struc-
tures of rice minimal START domains showed the highest similarity with 
mammalian START domains, with all nine-β strands and four α helices 
being fully conserved. The PH-associated plant START (PSD) models 
also showed the presence of nine β-strands and four α-helices, but the 
relative position of these secondary structural elements was unique to 
the PSD class, along with significant variations in loop regions (as shown 
in Fig. 4F). Among the other START domain class models, one consistent 
pattern is the slight distortion in the last alpha helix (α4), and the extent 
of this distortion appears to be unique to each class as, discussed below. 

The four rice HZSM START models showed eight β- strands and four 
α-helices. The tertiary structure of these four START domains showed 
significant conservation, including a kink in the last alpha helix that 
connects via a long loop to the tunnel bordering the beta strand 
discernible in all models (as in the case of Fig. 4A and B). Although the 
central β-strands forming the core helix-grip fold are similar to 
mammalian START domains, variations can be observed in the N-ter-
minal strands β1 and β2 (as per PCTP numbering). The former (β1 
strand) was found to have a more extended loop region in all the HZSM 
START models whereas β2-strand was shorter in size within HZSM 
classes. 

The sequences of START domains from the HS and HZS classes 
showed wide variability, but the deep learning-based structural models 
generated for these two sets of rice START domains appeared to be 
conserved within each class. Overall, the number of β strands varies 
from eight to nine in these classes, but the distortion in the terminal 
alpha helix (α4) is distinctive for each class as mentioned earlier. In case 
of HZS, this helix is highly extended with no kinks in secondary struc-
tural elements (Fig. 4C), whereas in case of HS models, this helix is much 
shorter and broken to produce a kink outward from the structure (Fig. 4 
D and E), in contrast to the inwards-oriented kink observed in HZSM 
models. Further, the two β-strands (β3 and β9, as per PCTP numbering), 
which are part of the core helix-grip fold, were found to be compara-
tively longer in size, which may be due to sequence divergence. 

In summary, tertiary structure analysis of rice START domains showed 
that, except for some insertion or deletions in loop regions, the core 
structures of all plant START domains retain the conserved β-strands and 
α-helices forming a helix-grip fold similar to mammalian counterparts. 
However, subtle but unique structural features were identified in each 
class of the rice START domain models and these features may have a 
bearing on the shape and architecture of the respective ligand-binding 
tunnels, which in turn may specify ligands or potential function of these 
START domains. These observations prompted us to analyse the cavity 
architecture in detail and investigate the cavity lining residues in each 
structural class, as described in the next section. 

3.5. Cavity architecture and ligand binding tunnels of START domains 

Topological and Geometric properties of protein structures, such as 
surface pockets, interior cavities, and cross channels, are critical for 
catalysis as well as ligand binding among proteins. Protein function is 
strongly dependent on molecular recognition, which is even more crit-
ical in case of ligand binding proteins, such as the START domains. The 
study of molecular surfaces of proteins can be helpful in the 

Fig. 3. Comparative Model validation for RoseTTAfold, I-TASSER and C-I-TASSER based rice START domain models. (A) VoroMQA global score (B) Verify3D scores. 
The X-axis represents the total number of initial models generated; Y-axis represents respective model quality and results. 
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Table 1 
Selection parameters for rice START domain models. The models that passed all validation parameters have a green ‘Yes’ in last column, while rejected models are 
denoted in red with reasons. *The α/β helix grip fold is not intact and therefore not included for further analysis.  

The prefix “LOC_” in locus IDs was omitted for convenience. 
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identification or prediction of potential binding sites. When the first X- 
ray crystal structure was determined for a (mammalian) START domain, 
it was postulated that shape of the START tunnel cavity played an 
important role in ligand specificity. As noted in the previous section, the 
overall structure of rice START domains remained conserved despite 
variations among different structural classes. Most importantly, α heli-
ces at both N and C termini are conserved, separated by eight to nine β 
sheets, and these form the typical helix-grip fold that surrounds the 
START domain cavity. The presence of this fold despite variations across 
START domain classes prompted us to explore conservation of key res-
idues lining the binding site pockets, which may have a bearing on 
ligand binding and consequently the functions performed by START 
domains. Accordingly, ligand-binding tunnels were predicted for each of 
the 19 rice START domain models using a surface accessibility based 
method, followed by manual delineation of the cavity and pocket ar-
chitecture analysis, as described in Materials and Methods. CASTp was 
selected as the method of choice as it performed well when tested 
against experimentally characterized and well known cavities of human 
START domain structures, namely PCTP (PDB:1LN1) and MLN64/ 
STARD3. The START domain cavity for the PCTP with the bound ligand 
has been depicted in Fig. 1C as a reference for all plant domain assess-
ments reported hereafter. 

Proteins often have several internal pockets and tunnels of various 
sizes, emerging from the folds and spaces created during the folding 
process, thus, it is imperative to select the correct ligand binding cavity 
from amongst all predicted cavities. In order to find the true cavity for 
plant START domain models, and to avoid false predictions during 
cavity identification, a dual validation approach was adopted. Firstly, 
the true cavity should be present within the well conserved helix-grip 
fold, i.e., in close vicinity of the central beta-strands and two terminal 
helices (α1 and α4), as has been seen in known (mammalian) 3D 
structures. Secondly, there must be some overlap between CLRs (Cavity 
Lining Residues) of the true cavity, when superimposed with the CLRs 
reported for the mammalian START structures. The former clause was 
ensured manually for each cavity identified by means of visual rendering 
and inspection, while the latter was tested by in-house scripts to 
compare and match CLRs of each identified cavity with reported 
mammalian START domain CLRs from STARD4, as well as PCTP, that 
has been experimentally determined with bound ligand (PDB IDs 1LN1). 
Both experimentally determined START structures were therefore use to 
avoid bias in cavity selection. While additional experimental structures 
exist for mammalian START domains, it is important to note that many 
of these structures have been crystalized in apo-form without ligands, 
and therefore, information about experimental data such as cavity 

volume and CLR is not available for all available structure. Thus, for 
each rice START domain model, all identified cavities were subjected to 
(a) Extraction of cavity lining residues or CLRs (b) Testing of CLR 
coverage in comparison to mammalian CLRs and (c) Manual inspection 
of each selected cavity using PyMol. In summary, all rice START domain 
models were subjected to surface based cavity identification followed by 
analysis of their Cavity Lining Resides or CLRs. 

CASTp provides a number of potential or probable pockets for a 
given 3D structure along with a list of CLRs for each pocket and a 
detailed description of all atoms exposed to the cavity. Each cavity for 
each model was recorded, followed by validation of the cavities by 
means of testing coverage with known cavity lining residues of PCTP 
and STARD4. The co-crystal of PCTP/STARD2 bound with phosphati-
dylcholine identified 28 residues that were in contact with the ligand. Of 
these 28 CLRs, eighteen are hydrophobic, two hydrophilic and eight are 
neutral amino acids. Similarly, the hydrophobic tunnel of STARD4 is 
composed of eighteen hydrophobic residues, seven hydrophilic residues, 
and seven neutral residues. Fig. 5 shows the 19 rice START domains 
aligned with both PCTP and STARD4, and the reported CLRs for both 
PDB structures are highlighted on this Figure. Despite PCTP and 
STARD4 showing differences in the cavity volumes and binding to 
distinctive ligands, their CLRs have thirteen positional matches, as can 
be seen in Fig. 5, thus supporting our method for identifying the true 
cavities for plant-START domain models. 

Plant START domain residues aligning with the CLRs of both known 
structures were extracted for each of the 19 rice START domains, 
retaining the original positional identity based on rice sequences. Sup-
plementary Table 1 depicts the corresponding rice CLRs based on 
alignment with PCTP/STARD2 (PDB;1LN1), while supplementary 
Table 2 depicts the CLRs of the same 19 rice START domains with 
respect to STARD4 (PDB; 6L1D). For each rice START domain, the CLRs, 
extracted as described above, were individually matched with CLRs 
identified for each CASTp predicted pocket for that domain model. For 
example, if ten pockets were identified by CASTp for a given rice 
domain, then the CLRs corresponding to each of the ten potential cav-
ities would be matched with the structure based CLRs for that domain 
listed in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Based on the number of matched 
residues, each predicted pocket would be ranked, leading to selection of 
the highest scoring pocket that showed the best positional conservation 
between the documented CLRs (based on PCTP and STARD4 structural 
alignment) and the CLRs surrounding the binding pockets detected by 
CASTp. If multiple pockets were identified with high scores, each of 
these would be retained and checked for veracity by manual visual-
isation. CASTp sometimes predicts multiple smaller cavities where a 

Table 2 
The Ramachandran statistics and overall quality evaluation of 19 selected structural models.   

Ramachandran statistics 

Locus ids START classes Common name Total residues Most Favoured (%) Allowed regions (%) Disallowed region (%) 

Os03g01890 HZSM LF1  216  87.8  10.5  1.7 
Os03g43930 HZSM HB4  216  91.7  8.3  0 
Os10g33960 HZSM HOX9  216  88.9  10  1.1 
Os12g41860 HZSM HOX33  216  91.1  7.8  1.1 
Os02g45250 HZS ROC5  236  89.8  10.2  0 
Os08g19590 HZS TF1L  250  88.9  10.6  0.4 
Os01g55549 HS ROC9  231  92.7  7.3  0 
Os01g57890 HS TF1  221  90.3  9.7  0 
Os04g48070 HS ROC4  245  83.6  15.4  0.9 
Os04g53540 HS ROC2  229  93.1  6.9  0 
Os08g04190 HS ROC7  230  93.3  6.7  0 
Os08g08820 HS ROC1  224  87.8  11.2  1 
Os09g35760 HS -  224  91.2  8.3  0.5 
Os10g42490 HS ROC3  236  86.4  12.7  1 
Os10g31770 PSD -  215  87.4  11.1  1.6 
Os02g03230 mS -  206  87.4  11.5  1.1 
Os02g26860 mS -  207  92.9  5.5  1.6 
Os04g02910 mS -  207  88.6  9.1  2.3 
Os07g08760 mS -  211  88.1  10.3  1.6  
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single large pocket should lie, and to overcome this, all the CASTp 
identified pockets were rendered and visualised individually in PyMOL 
to confirm if any sub-pocket or adjacent pockets were present in the 
known/expected cavity regions. 

Cavities were successfully identified in all 19 rice START domain 
helix-grip regions, and Fig. 6 shows only the top ranked pockets in nine 
rice models corresponding to each of the five major structural classes, 
namely HZSM (panels A,B), HZS (panel C), HS (panel D-F), PSD (panel 

G) and minimal START (Panels H,I). The individual top ranked cavity of 
all 19 models is provided in Supplementary Figures 2 A–S. As can be 
seen from Fig. 6, the minimal START models appear to have single large 
and centrally located cavities that are closest in appearance to reported 
structures when compared with Fig. 1 (panel C and D). This observation 
supports patterns from earlier sections of this paper where minimal 
START proteins were found to have greater similarity to mammalian 
STARTs in terms of secondary structural features and sequence 

Fig. 4. Top scoring deep-learning based models representing each structural class of rice START domains. (A&B) HZSM;HDbZIP START MEKHLA, (C) HZS;HD bZIP 
START, (D&E) HS;HD START, (F) PSD;PH START DUF and (G-I) mS;minimal START. 
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Fig. 5. 19 rice START domains aligned with human PCTP and STARD4 to map corresponding plant CLRs. All secondary structures for PCTP and STARD4 are 
highlighted at first and last positions, respectively. CLRs are marked as green (for PCTP) and orange (For STARD4) arrows. Note the 13 positional matches between 
PCTP and STARD4 cavities (Green and orange arrows on same column). 
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homology. All other rice START domain models appear to have diverged 
towards lower or smaller-sized cavities, as can be seen in Fig. 6. For 
example, predicted cavities in HZSM and PSD displayed a single sizeable 
pocket in the helix-grip fold regions (Fig. 6 A-B and G, respectively). The 
greatest divergence was observed in the case of the homeodomain- 
containing HS and HZS models. In one particular case (see the cavity 
in Fig. 6 Panel F), the entire HS domain cavity appears to have been 
obliterated, whereas in another case (panel 6E) the cavity remains very 
small despite being the combination of multiple adjacent cavities in the 
helix-grip region. A detailed cavity architecture analysis was conducted 
to quantify these patterns and this included pocket volume measure-
ments & CLR comparison, as described in the next section. 

3.6. Variability in binding pockets defined by cavity lining residues 

Putative ligand binding cavities identified in each of the 19 rice 
START domains were structurally analysed in terms of pocket volume 
and shape, as described in Materials and Methods. The cavity volumes 
for each of the 19 rice START domains are depicted in Fig. 7, along with 
comparative cavity measurements for STARD4 and PCTP structures. The 
rice START cavities were classified into three categories based on their 
pocket volumes, namely (A) small (vol. <100 A3), (B) medium (vol. 
>100 to <400 Å3) or (C) large (vol. >400 Å3). As can be seen in Fig. 7, 
none of the rice domains have cavity volumes as large as the reported 
range of mammalian START structures. As expected, the largest rice 

Fig. 6. Visual rendering (blue mesh) of putative ligand binding pockets identified in representative rice START domains.  
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cavities were observed for minimal START models with pocket volumes 
ranging from 430 to 550 Å3. In contrast, volumes of all other rice START 
models were much smaller in size, ranging from as low as 10 Å3 in case 
of the homeodomain models, to 220 Å3 for HZSM models. The pocket 
volume of MEKHLA associated START (HZSM) and PH START (PSD) fell 
under medium category. The pocket volumes of HZSM were less vari-
able, all being close to 200 Å3, while the pocket volume of the stand-
alone model of PH START domain was similar at 170 Å3. 

As noted earlier in Fig. 6, the HD associated STARTs (HS START or 
HZS Class IV HD-Zip family) showed the most variation in pocket size. 
The two HZS class models showed contrasting pocket volumes, one 
(TF1L) being classified as medium with a volume of 136 Å3, while the 
other (ROC5) showed a very small pocket volume (25 Å3). Seven out of 
the eight modelled HS STARTs showed small pocket volumes (8–91 Å3), 
whereas only one (ROC9) showed medium volume of 148 Å3. Further-
more, the HD START models had fragmented pockets, i.e., most of these 
models showed two or more pockets in their expected helix-grip fold 
regions. Even after the multiple adjacent pockets were combined, these 
domains still showed very small cavity volumes. It may be noted here 
that all non-minimal plant STARTs are parts of multi-domain proteins 
and the drastically reduced cavities may reflect either a change in ligand 
preferences to smaller ligands, or a loss of binding function altogether. 
In any case, cavity volume measurements indicate evolutionary changes 
in binding abilities of the individual plant START structural classes and 
this needs to be investigated further in terms of residue level changes 
that may be responsible for these patterns. For example, the HS STARTs 
appear to have undergone near-complete obliteration of binding cavities 
despite retaining an overall conserved structure, and it would be inter-
esting to explore how the residues in their core helix-grip fold region 
have changed to bring about such a drastic reduction in volume. 

Similarly, the minimal STARTs are closest to mammalian structures 
in terms of having a single large central cavity, but with reduced vol-
umes. These domains are similar in sequence to other multi-domain rice 
STARTs, and therefore, it would be interesting to explore whether and to 
what extent, subtle changes in individual CLRs may be responsible for 
the observed variations in cavity architecture. Minor amino acid sub-
stitutions often allow proteins to evolve over time, and modulate their 
binding abilities, resulting in changes in ligand preferences. The next 
section compares the CLRs individually across all rice START domains to 
identify class-specific residues that may influence putative pocket vol-
umes across the various structural classes. 

3.7. Physicochemical Variation in binding pockets of Plant STARTs 

The cavity lining residues (CLRs) for all putative binding pockets 
were compared across the 19 rice STARTs and these are provided in  
Table 3, along with volumes for each model. A cursory glance at this 
table indicates that cavity volumes are roughly correlated with the 
number of residues lining the cavity, and the composition of CLRs is 
primarily hydrophobic. Both these features are expected, since larger 
cavities would be physically in contact with more residues and a tunnel 
placed within the hydrophobic core of a protein is expected to be 
composed of largely hydrophobic residues. Among the cavity regions, 
hydrophobic amino acids constitute almost half (50%) of total CLRs, and 
among these residues, aliphatic amino acids like Ala, Val, Leu and aro-
matic amino acids Trp and Phe are higher in number. Furthermore, the 
known role of START domains as lipid transporters would also require 
the ligand binding cavity to be mostly hydrophobic in nature, for 
example, the minimal START domains showed the highest number of 
CLR (52− 58), followed by HZSM domain cavities with 33–41 CLRs, of 
which, almost half are hydrophobic, whereas the single PSD START 
showed 27 CLRs including 16 hydrophobic ones. However, the extent 
and impact of CLR hydrophobicity on pocket-binding patterns needs to 
be investigated individually, as this can be an important criterion in the 
kind of ligand that may bind to the rice domains. 

Another notable aspect of Table 3 is that majority of the HS-START 
domain cavities were identified as combined volumes of two or more 
very small CASTp identified cavities, and yet their joint volumes remain 
extremely small. For example, as discussed previously, most of the HS 
classes of STARTs showed multiple sub-pockets or/and adjacent 
pockets; the CLR of these pockets were combined. Among the HS- 
STARTs, the ROC1 showed the lowest CLRs (only 10 amino acids), 
ROC9 showed highest number of CLRs (38 amino acids) and CLRs 
among other HS STARTs varied from 23 to 29. Out of two HZS STARTs, 
the ROC5 has 21 CLRs, whereas TF1L showed 38 amino acids in CLRs. 
These contrasting CLR numbers combined with variance in cavity vol-
umes measured for each of the 19 rice START domain models suggested 
a divergence of potential ligands across the five structural classes, as 
compared to the cholesterol/lipid-binding tunnels of mammalian START 
domains. All but the minimal rice START domains were found to have 
small and/or medium-sized cavities, and even the minimal STARTs with 
largest cavities were significantly smaller than their mammalian coun-
terparts. The results for rice domains match similar findings earlier re-
ported for Arabidopsis START domains [55] and taken together, these 
observations indicate that plant START domains may have evolved a 
novel class of previously unknown lipid binders/transporters with reg-
ulatory functions, mediated by the homeodomain (HD). 

As noted in Fig. 1 panel C, the ligand binding cavities are often 
slightly larger than expected, suggesting the possibility and scope for 
binding additional types of ligands, but the consistent small sizes of all 
rice domains imply that putative ligands may be much smaller than 
expected/known for STARTs, and in the extreme scenario of the 
homeodomain (HD) associated START domains, the cavities may even 
have been obliterated completely during evolution. These observations 
require a careful and detailed examination of CLRs of the identified 
pockets. As can be seen from Table 3, there is variation in composition of 

Fig. 7. Volumes of the rice START ligand-binding pockets.  
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Table 3 
Positional information of CLRs across different structural classes of START domains. The green letter colours indicate the positional match with respect to mammalian 
PCTP (PDB:1LN1), while the orange letter indicates the positional match with respect to STARD4 (PDB:6L1D). The residues which showed positional match for both 
(PCTP and STARD4) were indicated in bold red colour. The values in parentheses denote the number of total CLRs identified by CASTp and cavity volume in Å3. (*Two 
adjacent pockets detected in its known cavity regions **More than two adjacent/sub pockets were detected in its known cavity regions).  
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individual pocket lining residues of different structural classes of START 
domains of rice. However, despite this variation, there were significant 
positional matches of CLRs when compared with the mammalian 
structures. Following the colour-coding pattern in Table 3, these posi-
tional matches among CLRs were marked in orange or green, depending 
on whether the match was found with STARD4 and PCTP START pro-
teins, respectively. CLRs that matched with both mammalian structures 
are highlighted in dark red. It is clear from Table 3 that the maximum 
correspondence is between minimal START domains of rice and 
mammalian PCTP proteins, where 20–25 residues (out of 28 reported 
CLR in PCTP) were matched at their respective positions. Further, 
minimal STARTs also showed significant similarity with STARD4 do-
mains, where almost two-third of the amino acids showed similar po-
sitional alignment in the pocket cavity. 

In order to understand the variation in the cavity lining residues 
between START domains of humans and different structural classes of 
rice START domains, the residues forming the 19 tunnel pockets were 
compared with mammalian counterparts, as per the initial structure- 
based sequence alignment shown in Fig. 5. The most important resi-
dues among these CLRs are depicted in Fig. 8, where the first two rows 
represent CLRs in the mammalian structures, while all others rows de-
pict the plant CLRs in corresponding positions. Further, these residues 
were compared in terms of their physicochemical properties using two 
characteristics, namely hydropathy and steric class, as described in 
Materials and Methods. Thus, Fig. 8 depicts the matching cavity lining 

residues and their physicochemical classification for the START domains 
of rice with respect to mammalian PCTP and STARD4 domains. The 
amino acids were classified into three classes based on hydropathy 
scales: hydrophobic, neutral, and hydrophilic. Similarly, the IMGT based 
steric class distributes the amino acids into five categories: very small, 
small, medium, large and very large. This Figure (Fig. 8) enabled a 
residue-based comparison of changes in hydropathy or steric nature of 
CLRs between mammalian and plant counterparts, which in turn, pro-
vided insights into subtle evolutionary changes in the cavity lining 
residues that may be responsible for the observed variation in the pocket 
size/volumes of mammalian START domains and rice START domains. 

As expected, the CLRs of rice minimal START domains showed 
relatively few changes with respect to mammalian STARTs. Overall, 
hydrophobicity remained relatively similar with about 48% in 
mammalian structures and about 47% across minimal STARTs. Some of 
the notable residue changes in these STARTs include position V103 and 
A135 (STARD2 numbering), where a hydrophobic or neutral residue has 
mutated to a charged residue during evolution of plant domains as 
depicted in Fig. 9 (Panel A-D). In addition, it may be noted that very 
small residues at positions A135, G181 and A192 in the mammalian 
structures have mutated to larger CLRs in all plant domains, thereby 
contributing to smaller sizes of the plant cavities through obfuscation of 
tunnel space (Fig. 9, A and B). Class specific patterns were also identified 
in these CLRs, such as, for example, an alanine at position 191 in 
mammalian STARTs is substituted by significantly larger residues like 

Fig. 8. Comparison of important cavity lining residues (CLRs) of 19 START domains with respect to PCTP/STARD2 (first row) and STARD4 (second row). Panel (A) 
indicates the alignment and positional matches while (B) and (C) depict the changes in hydropathy and steric nature. Flat lines in B and C depict corresponding 
residues that are not involved in lining the respective domain cavity. 
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Trp or Phe in most other plant cavities, but remains small in minimal 
STARTs. One on hand this patterns suggests a steric mechanism by 
which larger (mammalian) cavities got obliterated in most rice START 
domains, leading to smaller cavities, but it also points to minimal 
STARTs being the largest of all, and this closest in homology to ancestral 
counterparts that are able to bind to large lipids. The next section de-
scribes such class specific substation patterns in more detail. 

The CLRs of HZSM class of START domains showed change in hy-
drophobic residues as compared to mammalian STARTs, with the amino 
acid substitutions at positions M73, A135, L159, A192 and F199 being 
most significant in terms of loss of hydrophobicity (STARD2 
numbering). In terms of steric nature, positions A135, A191 and A192 
are most critical in contributing to loss of space in the rice HZSM cavities 
by means of substitutions from very small amino acids (like Alanine), to 
larger CLRs like Aspartate, Leucine and Tyrosine. 

As discussed previously, the CLRs of homeodomain HD containing 
START domains (HS and HZS) in rice showed comparatively lesser po-
sitional match with PCTP and STARD4 cavities, apart from pocket 

volume variations and presence of multiple adjacent sub-pockets. 
Overall hydrophobicity change compared to mammalian CLRs is not 
significant but there is a remarkable change in residues that are hy-
drophobic. For example, positions Y72, Y84, K104, Y114, Y116, Q157, 
and D177 have evolved from neutral/charged to hydrophobic, whereas 
positions V103 and A135 have become charged in regions where 
mammalian domains have hydrophobic residues. Similarly, the most 
drastic steric changes are also observed in this class of rice STARTs with 
CLRs at positions A135, M173, and N194 becoming much larger, 
thereby leaving much lesser space within the cavity of HS and HZS 
classes. Overall, these changes appear to be much more drastic in case of 
HS rather than HZS, thereby presumably obliterating the cavities of this 
domain during evolution. A similar case was observed and reported by 
our group earlier in Arabidopsis, where a single residue change was 
implicated in the shortened cavity size and volume of plant START do-
mains [55]. The single PSD showed a change of CLR at V85, A135, L159 
where smaller amino acids Alanine/Valine), were changed into very 
large CLR (Phenylalanine) as shown in Fig. 9 C and D. 

Fig. 9. Superimposition of cavities from a mammalian START (PCTP) (grey mesh) and representative START domain of rice (blue mesh) to illustrate the key CLR 
changes (side chains in red sticks) in pocket regions. The amino acid numbers shown as per the PCTP/STARD2 numbering. The panel A and B depicts the change in 
cavity volume for minimal START proteins (LOC_Os02g03230_mS). The panel C and D depicts the change in cavity volume for multi-domains START proteins, PH 
START DUF (LOC_Os10g31770_PSD). 
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In summary, comparative analysis of panels A, B and C in Fig. 8 
illustrate the change in hydropathy or volume classes of START domains 
may affect ligand-binding via modulation of cavity tunnel architectures. 
Most importantly, we identify individual residues that have undergone 
drastic substitutions despite being in corresponding positions on the 
alignment, and contributing to overall fold conservation. Such a detailed 
residue level comparison is evidence for evolutionary change leading to 
functionally critical substitutions, thereby causing sub-functionalization 
to smaller ligands (as in case of minimal STARTs), or neo-function 
alization in terms of loss of ligand binding ability altogether (as in 
case of HD containing STARTs). Supporting evidence for these changes 
has already been seen in our previous studies in terms of gene expression 
changes and GO enrichment [20,33,56]. The evolutionary change of HD 
START domains into new roles of transcriptional regulation has already 
been experimentally verified in case of Arabidopsis, and this provides 
support for the findings reported in case of rice domains [55]. Identifi-
cation of exact ligands for plant START domains requires extensive 
molecular docking based on surface charge and shape complementarity 
for analysis of START ligand domains/protein-ligand complexes with 
the goal of explaining and ultimately predicting the stereo-specificity 
and ligand specificity. This work is currently underway in our labora-
tory along with several other leads for identification of potential ligands, 
including attempts to crystallise minimal STARTs with bound moieties. 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

Members of the steroidogenic acute regulatory (StAR)-related lipid 
transfer (START) domain family are known to function in binding and 
non-vesicular transport of lipids in mammals, although ligands have 
only been characterised for a few START domains (for e.g. cholesterol, 
25-hydroxycholesterol, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylcho-
line, bile acids and ceramides). Detailed studies on these ligands give 
insights into the roles of these domains in various aspects of biology, 
including lipid biology, lipid metabolism, lipid trafficking and cell sig-
nalling, but from the plant perspective, this information is very limited, 
as no ligand bound structure has been identified for plants to date. The 
only report where potential ligands were tested for plants indirectly 
through metabolite–protein isolation protocol (affinity protein purifi-
cation) followed by mass spectrometry [55] included potential plant 
lipids and other putative binders like Phosphatidylserine, Tri-
acylglycerol, Sphingomyelin, Diacylglycerol, Phosphatidylcholine, 
Lysophosphatidylcholine, Protoporphyrin IX, Alpha-Linoleolcholine, 
and 9-Carboxy-Alpha-Tocotrienol [55]. Many plant START domains 
appear in multi-domain proteins, and they may serve as lipid sensors 
rather than transporters that signal biological responses. This assump-
tion would also require the plant START domains to recognise and bind 
suitable ligand molecules. This work began with the premise that plant 
START domains do have internal cavities or hydrophobic tunnels that 
can bind ligands, whether for transport or to function as sensors. 

The first part of this paper provides evidence for sufficient structural 
conservation between plant and mammalian STARTs to expect a binding 
tunnel within the helix-grip fold and the second part describes deep- 
learning and AI based generation of 19 reliable models for the 28 
START domains of rice. The third part of this paper confirmed the 
presence of putative cavities in several of the 19 rice START domains, 
whose CLR patterns revealed the inherent structural flexibility and dy-
namic nature of plant START proteins that could explain the huge 
variation in binding pockets. Apart from the dynamic nature of binding 
sites, conformation of binding sites can often change upon ligand 
binding, and therefore, the size of the cavity cannot directly be related to 
the size of the ligands, as was noted in case of STARD2, where the 
structure was determined with bound ligand. However, taken together 
with a structure-based sequence alignment, the detailed cavity archi-
tecture analysis undertaken in this work led to the identification of key 
residues and structural determinants of ligand binding and selectivity in 
plant START domains. 

Mammalian STARTs have been reported to bind and transport 
several lipid/sterol-based ligands such as cholesterol, PC (Phosphati-
dylcholine), oxy-cholesterol etc. The rice cavity architecture analysis in 
this work revealed that sterol-like ligands can be accommodated into 
only four of the 19 START domain models, and these are all minimal 
STARTs. Therefore, minimal STARTs appear to be the only class of 
present day plant STARTs domains that may have retained the capacity 
to bind and transport large lipid based molecules, similar to mammalian 
counterparts. This inference is also supported by transcriptomic and 
gene duplication studies conducted in our group, where we show that 
minimal STARTs are closest to mammalian homologs, and thus, have the 
highest potential for being lipid transporters [33,55,56]. As demon-
strated in very recent reports [57], minimal START domains have played 
roles in transportation of C20 fatty acids from endoplasmic reticulum to 
chloroplast in Marchantia polymorpha. Deeper understanding of the 
structure of the START domain ligands and functions in plants could 
provide an entirely new avenue of research in plant specific cellular 
process. Detailed characterization and structural resolution of a ligand 
bound START domain in plants is currently underway in our laboratory. 

Apart from minimal START domains, majority of the rice START 
domains were found to have extremely small tunnel regions. Interpre-
tation of this pattern for multi-domain plant STARTs suggests that they 
may either be binding much smaller-sized, hitherto unidentified ligands, 
or they may have evolved into receptors for lipid-sensing rather than 
lipid-binding. This is further supported by available literature reports on 
signaling and transcriptional regulatory plant proteins containing 
START domains, that have already indicated that this domain may have 
a broader functional role than purely in lipid transport [18,19,58–61]. 
In case of several HD containing START domains, our cavity architecture 
analysis shows a total obliteration of the tunnels, despite conservation of 
the helix-grip core structural fold, providing further evidence for evo-
lution of new function/s. Furthermore, the paradigm that START do-
mains only play a role in ligand binding and transportation of lipid 
sterols, does not stand in case of many rice START domains, in which, 
regardless of very small cavities detected, these were putatively 
expressed in different anatomical parts and developmental stages as 
shown in our previous studies [33]. Overall, our findings support earlier 
reports that majority of plant STARTs have evolved to perform other 
functions like regulation (through association with other domains like 
HD-ZIP etc), or at best these may serve as lipid sensors rather than 
transporters, that signal biological responses. For example, class III HD 
Zip protein has an additional domain at its C-terminal known as the 
MEKHLA domain. MEKHLA has been associated with regulating the 
response to light and redox activity. The evidence for the sensory 
module in class III HD-Zip protein in the form of MEKHLA domains 
supports the idea of the START protein-mediated signalling pathway in 
plants [58]. Similarly, earlier studies suggested that PH-START proteins 
(EDR2 protein) of Arabidopsis thaliana were found to express during 
early stages of seed germination as well as in different vegetative and 
floral tissues [18,19]. These proteins cause the negative regulation of 
plant-type hypersensitivity, ethylene activated signalling pathways and 
leaf senescence.Association with HD has triggered directed evolution 
towards regulation in plant STARTs, but there is still atleast one class of 
plant minimal STARTs, that may have retained the role of lipid sensing 
and binding based on a large cavity identified via architectural varia-
tions (and lack of other domains). These inferences complement previ-
ous data from our group on the Arabidopsis START tunnels [55]. 

Taken together, our data reveals three distinct classes of pocket 
volumes in rice START domains, the largest being minimal STARTs, 
which appear to be the closest homologs of mammalian START domains, 
presenting a case for this class to be the hitherto unrecognized group of 
lipid transporters or sensors in plants. In contrast, the multi-domain 
plant START domains appear to have evolved regulatory functions, 
mediated by the homeodomain (HD), at the cost of ligand binding tunnel 
space. We hope that the current study quantifying the structural and 
functional divergence of START domains in plants will advance our 
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knowledge of START domains and their roles in plant development and 
pave the way for further studies to resolve plant ligands and associated 
functional mechanisms. 
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